
Self-Deception, False Beliefs, and
the Origins of the Human Mind
by Ajit Varki

The history of science abounds with momentous theories that
disrupted conventional wisdom and yet were eventually proven
true. Ajit Varki and Danny Brower's "Mind over Reality" theory
is poised to be one such idea-a concept that runs counter to
commonly-held notions about human evolution but that may
hold the key to understanding why humans evolved as we did,
leaving all other related species far behind.

At a chance meeting in 2005, Brower, a geneticist, posed an
unusual idea to Varki that he believed could explain the origins
of human uniqueness among the world's species: Why is there
no humanlike elephant or humanlike dolphin, despite millions
of years of evolutionary opportunity? Why is it that humans
alone can understand the minds of others?

Haunted by their encounter, Varki tried years later to contact
Brower only to discover that he had died unexpectedly. Inspired
by an incomplete manuscript Brower left behind, DENIAL
presents a radical new theory on the origins of our species. It
was not, the authors argue, a biological leap that set humanity
apart from other species, but a psychological one: namely, the
uniquely human ability to deny reality in the face of inarguable
evidence-including the willful ignorance of our own inevitable
deaths.

The awareness of our own mortality could have caused anxieties
that resulted in our avoiding the risks of competing to
procreate-an evolutionary dead-end. Humans therefore needed
to evolve a mechanism for overcoming this hurdle: the denial of
reality.

As a consequence of this evolutionary quirk we now deny any
aspects of reality that are not to our liking-we smoke cigarettes,
eat unhealthy foods, and avoid exercise, knowing these habits
are a prescription for an early death. And so what has worked to
establish our species could be our undoing if we continue to
deny the consequences of unrealistic approaches to everything
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not get paralyzed by fear), the book was full with "sidetracks". Things that

do not directly build the argument and feel like just "page-fillers". Many

times it also feels too repetitive to the point of being annoying.

Don't buy the book. Search the Internet for its summary. Or ...more

9 likes · Like   · see review

Marc Faoite rated it 

Every person who reads this book review will die, obviously not as a result of

reading this, but just because the nature of human life, and indeed all life, is

that it is finite.

Of course almost every human being who has reached the age of reason

knows and understands that that our time on earth is limited, yet our

behaviour is very often at odds with that knowledge and we behave as if our

lives will continue indefinitely.

Authors Varki and Brower maintain that though we can intellectually ...more

4 likes · Like   · see review

Nancy rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: science, religion, non-fic!on

What makes people so very different from all the other species on earth?

Most people would say we are smarter. Ajit Varkie and Danny Brower argue

that it is not just intelligence, but intelligence combined with denial. The

ability to deny reality extends to many areas but the essential ingredient in

our humanness is denial of death. Varkie argues (ironically Brower died

before this book was started) that even atheists manage to deny (or avoid

thinking about) death.

I was initially inclined to say ...more

4 likes · Like   · see review

Pa"y rated it  · review of another edi!on

My deceased ex-husband, a brilliant biologist, wrote the first 2 drafts of this

book which was finished by his co-author after his death. Shortly before he

died, Danny told me about his theory about the evolution of denial in

humans and how it relates to the evolution of the human mind. He was

about the smartest person I have ever met so of course I had to read it. I'm

not a scientist but I found that I could understand pretty well the concepts

presented. The authors don't claim that their ...more

4 likes · Like   · see review

Peter (Pete) Mcloughlin rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: philosophy, nature, psychology, general-science, biology, medicine, intellectual-
history, nonfic!on, pre-history, 1990-to-2019

Many animals are very smart (dolphins, whales, elephants, chimps, even

dogs) but none have made the leap to human intelligence. Human

intelligence has given us vast powers over other species and nature but if

intelligence is so great why has it evolved only once and so late in the

evolutionary game at that. Why did the dinosaurs which existed for

hundreds of millions of years not develop it. Mammals have been around

about and long and been dominant for tens of millions of years but

intelligence ...more
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2 likes · Like   · see review

Duncan Noble rated it  · review of another edi!on

The Evolutionary Power of Denial

Do not underestimate denial. It's part and parcel of our cognitive heritage.

I'm reading an amazing book called Denial: Self-Deception, False Beliefs

and the Origins of the Human Mind. In brief, the author asks why other

intelligent animals have not evolved like humans? His answer is that we

have crossed a major psychological evolutionary barrier by developing an

ability to deny reality, in particular our own mortality. We are not only self-

aware, but also aware ...more

2 likes · Like   · see review

Joyce rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: nonfic!on

This was not what I expected. I thought it would be a look at why we are so

prone to denial and instead it explains why denial is a key to being human. I

think the point the author wanted to make could have been done in an essay,

not a full length book. He posits that we separated ourselves from the other

creatures because we grasped self-awareness of ours and others mortality

and then just as quickly developed a way to deny that mortality. Got it.

2 likes · Like   · see review

Clark Hays rated it  · review of another edi!on

A fascinating theory linking the evolution of human intelligence to our

unique ability to deny reality

Ever wonder why, of all the various life forms on this planet, humans are

the only creatures with the brainpower necessary to plan far in advance,

collaborate, tell stories, and pass along information in ways that help future

generations succeed? If you answered yes, this book will interest you, unless

your answer also included because god. Religious types and climate change

skeptics might want ...more

Like   · see review

Yasser Mohammad rated it  · review of another edi!on

This book has a novel idea. If novelty was everything, I would have given

this book five stars without hesitation. Nevertheless, the book has some

problems that earned it two stars in my opinion that I will discuss later.

The book discusses the origins of behaviorally modern humans in contrast

to anatomically modern humans. It notes and tries to solve two problems in

human origins:

1. Hominids seem to exist for more than a 100000 years before the

appearance of behaviorally modern humans around ...more

Like   · see review

Drew McCoy rated it  · review of another edi!on

two rather obnoxiously large problems with the premise as it's presented.

a rather massive assumption underpins this tripe: "true" awareness of death

requires the ability to "deny reality" so that one can be aware of death and

continue to function.

wat? come again?

we, being ourselves, happen to know that we have some hangups about
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to judge what ...more

Like   · see review

Aya rated it  · review of another edi!on

That was an interesting read

Like   · see review

Jen K rated it  · review of another edi!on

Thought provoking premise, flawed evo psych speculative argument.

Like   · see review

Al Bità rated it  · review of another edi!on

Anyone interested in the issues relating to the exploration of the often

murky and highly contentious study of the evolutionary origin of humans

and the cognitive psychology and evolution of the human mind may find

this book of interest. In a sense it appears to be a summary of many of the

ideas associated with this study, the various manifestations of which can be

united under the term anthropogeny, defined as the scientific pursuit of

human origins and evolution.

A central aspect in this field ...more

Like   · see review

Conrad rated it  · review of another edi!on

The author (there are two authors mentioned, but only one was alive to

write the book) proposes that human evolution hinges on our ability to

understand our death because we can project our own reality into the reality

of others and vicariously experience their dying. The rest of the book

explains what that means in terms of our natural reaction to that reality,

and our ability to create alternate realities to avoid our natural reaction. The

upshot is that I can truthfully say that I do not ...more

Like   · see review

Jake Oelrichs rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: favourites

"At bottom, no one believes in his own death,...in the unconscious, everyone

is convinced of his own mortality." Freud

This book proposes an intriguing scientific theory to explain why only we

homosapiens, of all the other ape descended species, and all other highly

intelligent bird and mammal species, for that matter, were the only one over

millions of years of evolution to develop such extensive intelligence and

intersubjective awareness. He proposes that we were able to break through

an ...more

Like   · see review

Sergiu Pobereznic rated it  · review of another edi!on

The book is about human consciousness, mortality and how we developed

awareness of others and ourselves over the ages.

The focal point of the book "Denial" (suggesting that self-deception was the

essential ingredient in our evolutionary development to gain the intelligence
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pushing boundaries, perhaps a little too far at times, but remember the old

saying: ...more

Like   · see review

Robert rated it  · review of another edi!on

This book gets an extra star from me just because this is a subject that is so

important to me (i.e., the ubiquity of denial and illusion, and specifically its

unsustainable nature in modern politics). The basic idea that self-deception

is a key to unlocking our vast intelligence is not new to me, however their

correlation in evolutionary terms is indeed a new consideration for me, and I

believe a worthy and intriguing consideration.

That said, the book meanders more than it should, and there are ...more

Like   · see review

Gy rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: philosophy

I do really adore this book, but can't buy the Denial as a "Rubicon", as the

crossroad, the barrier along the evolutionary path.

Intellectually grasping our own impermanence and denying it as a recipe to

enlightenment, to higher level of existence?

Trying to grasp the meaning of reality has led us toward an enormous abyss

and from the edge of that abyss, we peer anxiously through our telescopes

and microscopes into the fog of the unknowable.

I'd rather think about this barrier as of first ...more

Like   · see review

Pal Al rated it  · review of another edi!on

I gave it four stars, subtracting one star for what seemed like a drawn-out

distraction into our global warming issues. Spare me the lecture, I get it

already.

For me, the four stars for this book were for the most striking part of it,

which everyone has seemed to have missed, which is the intriguing tease on

how migration impacts and shapes the neurology of a species, much the

same in how the environment impacts the physical state of any living thing.

So, if the fitness/intelligence level ...more

Like   · see review

Jennifer rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: nook, research, science, psychology, religion-spirituality

This is a fascinating book that postulates the reason why other species have

not crossed the same intelligence threshold as humans lies in the fact that

humans have developed the capacity to deny reality, and particularly

mortality. It's an interesting theory, and the authors look both into the

past--to consider why our ancient ancestors who were physically identical

to us didn't appear to have the same cultural depths, and into the present, to

consider how the ability to deny harsh realities ...more

Like   · see review
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ask is as, if not more, important than the answers. Bravo. Get this book &

learn the power of the Theory of Denial equates to optimism. Ask yourself if

there is an ethical way to prove the Theory of mind. Dr. Varki explores in the

most unique ways the questions of; Who am I, Where did a come from and

Where am I going. Taking you on an odyssey of self discovery. Mind over

Reality. Suspension of disbelief. He does so ...more

Like   · see review

Filipe Lemos rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: non-fic!on, audio

2,5 stars

31th August 2015

This is more a very long paper than a book.

It goes above and beyond to prove the main point: our unbounded awareness

(aka full theory of mind) is impossible as an evolutionary trait. only with a

denial mechanism did we survive.

What I think interesting is the consequences of this denial mechanism in

today's world.

If only the authors had dedicated more pages on this, and less on proving

there point, this could have become a classic.

Still good book, albeit to damn long.

Like   · see review

Ashley rated it  · review of another edi!on

In retrospect I would say that this book was doomed from the start. It's an

ironic approach to condemn the readers to the falsehood of their lives while

maintaining the view that the author himself is unaffected by the same

falsehood with a relentless, negative viewpoint. From what I gathered, his

opinion is that if you are not sad and depressed about the given

circumstance of our current situation with the world, you are in denial. And

all happiness, religion, and meditation do are to prevent ...more

Like   · see review

David Becker rated it  · review of another edi!on

An intriguing thesis -- full consciousness was an evolutionary dead end for

most species that got close because awareness of one's inevitable mortality

led to behavior that favored individual survival over group success. Homo

sapiens got past that obstacle by developing ways (religion, funerary

customs, art,...) to deny death and other unpleasant realities. The author

builds a solid case for the theory and how it has become maladaptive in

modern life, but he builds his argument awkwardly and ...more

Like   · see review

Johanna rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: non-fic!on

Found this very enlightening. I haven't read Darwins' theory of evolution,

but who could have missed it? I see this work as a possible follower to that

theory.

I see it as a highly plausible that the reason humans have evolved beyond so

many of the other species on Earth, has something to do with psychologic

mind-related differences. This book answers that questions.
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last but not least; the human mind, and what might just be ...more

Like   · see review

Mohamed Magdy rated it  · review of another edi!on

Back to books..Mark Twain said : "Denial is not a river in Egypt" , aside

from the intended pun (de-nial like The-Nile)..actually denial IS a river in

Egypt as a specific nation..there is a concept of mass mentality that basic

psychological phenomena can be applied on masses..the book explains

denial as a mental response to life crises also as an evolutional process..I

give it 4/5

edit: not exactly what I thought it would be about

Like   · see review

Jus!n Powell rated it  · review of another edi!on

Denial puts forth a big hypothesis and gives you lots to think about. I'm not

completely bought over on the hypothesis, though it appears to be built on a

very sturdy foundation. However, the beginning structure he has put forth

in this book does make a compelling case and I did agree, in some form or

another, with what he said throughout. Recommending reading for all those

who are interested in evolutionary science and the human adaption to

"deny" reality for survival.

Like   · see review

Dave rated it  · review of another edi!on
Shelves: general-non-fic!on

I am going to reread this book a few more times. This is one of those books

that will forever change the way I view the world. It is amazing how well

denial / self-deception have impacted the evolution of our species. How

self-deception has become an extraordinary profitable industry and how

easily susceptible we are to denial / deception.

Like   · see review

Víctor rated it  · review of another edi!on

The author hypothesis is that we are not only hardwired to deny reality,

further more, that might be the psychological evolution feature that made

our species capable of overcoming some of its biggest challenges. That

would explain many aspects of the human nature.

An idea that definetely needs to be researched.

Like   · see review

Sarah rated it  · review of another edi!on

Posits that the denial of death is the genetic trait which distinguishes the

human species from other species that have advanced so far as to recognize

self (elephants, chimps, dolphins). Explains how a behavioral trait can

evolve and how this human trait of denying reality can also be our undoing.

Very readable!

Like   · see review
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